In problems involving two-dimensional area-preserving maps, stochastic regions are separated by continuous curves called Kolmogorov Focus on the particular case in which 6 has the meaning of an angle divided by 2n so that (r, 8) and (r, 6+ l) are identical. Different points on the KAM curve are distinguished by a "time" parameter t, so that the curve may be written as z(t) = (r(t), 6(t)). In the particular case in which the curve wraps around the origin, we can consider r(t) and 8(t) -t to be periodic functions of t with period j.. The Moser twist theorem' is then the statement that for a large class of T's one can choose r(t) and 6(t) to be analytic functions of t.
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( 2) Here q"and P"are respectively given by Fibonacci numbers E"and I'",where I', =E, =1 and, E y E + E y Because of this addition property T"= T'n obeys a functional recursion relation:
In other papers" we studied T"most specifically for the case in which T was the "standard The universal functions T"*and T~* then describe the behavior near the dominant symmetry line ' at 8=0. Here a, and P, are universal scaling constants given by n, = -1.414 85 +0.000 03, p, = -3.066 86 &0.00003. Notice the similarity of the formulation to that of Feigenbaum. ' For the KAM curve 6(t), u(t), Eq. (4) implies that for large n and small t P, "u(t+ 7") = T"*(PO"u(t), no" 8(t)), n, " 8(t+~") = Te+ (P, "u(t), n, " 6(t)), ply to advance the "time" by an amount, se, called the rotation number. In symbols z(t+w) = T(z(t)). For z(t) to be a continuous curve, w must be irrational.
As k passes through k" the KAM curve z(t) dissolves. Precisely at k, it still exists but is no longer smooth. ' (For each w there is a different k, .) The task of this note is to describe the nature of the bumps which appear in z(t).
For specificity, focus' upon a particular value of zo, namely the inverse of the golden mean, re* =(5'~'-I)/2. Then there exist two sequences of integers q",p", n = 0, 1, 2. . . , such that w*q "-p " = (-1)"(w*)"+' -=r" is a geometrically decreasing sequence. (10) pm+i =anpn+pn a~-where the a"are positive integers. I et so be the n-~limit of p"/q". Just so long as a"= 1 for sufficiently large n (i.e. , n)M), then the large-n behavior is still determined by the recursion relation (3) and if k is chosen to be the critical value for that w, i.e. , k = k, (w), the critical behavior is probably exactly the same as for u =ze*.
One can also infer some of the dependence of k, (w) upon w. Let a"= 1 for nxM» 1, a"=a, an for small t. Here the universal functions 6, * and u, * obey u, +(t+1) = T"*(u, +(t), 6,*(t)), 6, +(t+ I) = Te+(u, +(t), 8,+(t)).
The scaling hypothesis, Eq. (6), then implies that VOLUME 47, NUMBER 23 P H YSI CAL RE VIE% ' LETTERS 7 DECEMBER 1981 integer greater than 1. Then the resulting rotation number is w (a, M ) = w* (1+(-1)"(w*) '""(a -1) x (1+2w*)/[2+ (g -2)w*]j. For quantum systems, the zero-temperature resistance is expected" to increase exponentially with I. , the length of the one-dimensional system, reflecting exponential localization of the electronic eigenstates. Analytical' ' and numerical' in- 
